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small vachana mats (carpets) were made from shredded plastic bottles, and a number of portable toilets were put up at
key locations to take the place of the traditional “konkanasam” or plastic-lined holes in the ground. the sansthan also

started a marketing campaign to publicize the history of ayodhya to pilgrims and potential investors. as the group arrived
in the villages of the area, the volunteers met with farmers to sell them the idea of ayodhya, representing the “dignity

and ennoblement of the nation’s great capital.” the yatra then engaged with pilgrims and seva sansthan members in the
villages, explaining the rationale of the plan. i encourage everyone to visit the sanctity of the sacred hills and mountains
and be a witness to their glory!” the ayodhya yatra is a powerful tool and symbol of hope to all people of the world.we

can unite and strengthen our country and nation once again.” the movie is set in kerala with a story of lord rama and sita
in ayodhya. a trip back in time to the beautiful historical temple city of kerala brings the audience to the realms of

mysticism and spirituality. the movie takes us through the lives of various kings and queens, floating seers, mystics,
experts on vedic philosophy, palmists, artists and more all leading to the worship of rama, the supreme god. om shanti

om is a coming-of-age film. it's a gripping tale of love, jealousy, lust, betrayal and romance. it is a love story between two
people who have nothing in common but their past, except that one is a headstrong young man who changes the course

of human destiny and the other is an elderly person who changes the lives of several people for good.
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